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The CHAim~N (Buigaria) (translation fro~ French): I declare open the 

4llth plenary meeting of the Conference of the Eighteen-Nation Comr1ittee on P~sarna~ent. 

2. Alha.ji SULE KOLO (Nigeria): ' In r:~y intervention on 20 Hnrch, not only did 

I stress the importance which ny delegation attaches to a conprehensive test ban but 

I also promised to put forward certain proposals concerning the intractable question 

of verification (ENDC/PV.396, paras. 13 et seq.), which has so far defied our efforts 
·( ' 

to find a solution arid which in the opinion of r1y delegation constitutes one of the 

nain obstacles to reaching an agreement, assuning that there is the political will 

to conclude a treaty. Since NY intervention our colleague from Sweden, Mrs. Myrdal, 

has put forward, as part of the Swedish -vmrking paper on a comprehensive test bl)ll .. · 

(ENDC/242), compronise proposals.on a system of verification which has not, regrettably, 

been accepted by the main.parties that would be affected by the treaty. 

3. In ny present interven~ion I shall try, as auch as possible by reference to 

statements made by my colleagues, to indicate our agreement with,. or ou:r:-. suggested 

amendments to, vievrs al.ready put forward, as that is in our opinion the best way of 

reaching a concensus if our negotiations here are to prove fruitful. 

4. It is ~ecessary f.or me to reiterate the urgency of a comprehensive test ban. 

I need only mention that the United Na~ions General Assembly itself·recognized that 

in its resolution 2455 (XXIII) (ENDC/237) which req~ests this Committee to elaborate 

a treaty as a matter of urgency. That is why we welcoqe the initiative of the Swedish 

delegation in submitting a draft treaty, which it has modestly called a working paper. 

This is also in accord with the suggestion contained in my statement of ,20 :March, . 

when I said: 

"I would suggest that in order to lend our discussions a definite 
. - . . ., 

sense of directi~n and purpose we introduce, as in the case of our 

negotiations on· the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear 1..Jeapons, 

a draft treaty to form. the basis of our discussion". (ENDC/PV.396, para. 18) 

I further suggested that: 

"A sub-co'P.l!:li ttee, to include .those countries which, "like· S1~eden ~~ .... 

the United Kingdom, have shown considerable interest in and nade a 

very valuable contribution to this.subject, could be charged wi~h the . 

responsibility for producing,the first draft" •. (ibid.) 

5. Indeed, ny uelegati0n congratulates the Swedish delegation on the considerable 

effort and study that have obviously gone into the preparation of the draft. The 

NiBerian Government is giving the draft the close attention it deserves and I hope 

that &t an early date I shall be in a position to state the authoritative Nigerian 

posi ti::m. In the meantime I wish, as SOI!le of ny colleagues have done, to take this 
. . 

:.pportunity to express sone of our preliminary thoughts on the draft. 
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6. I· share the view e~ressed by the United Kingdom representative in' his statement 

on 17 April 1969. (E~DC/PV.404, para~lO) that the relationship between the inter

national agreement regar-ding explosions for peaceful purposes envisaged in the 

preamble and article I:, para. 2 of ·.the Swedish working paper on the one. hand, -and 

the international 8greement referred to in article V of the non-proliferation Treaty 

(ENDC/226*) on the other~ requires further clarification. I would even go furthe~ 

and suggest that, in essence, the non-proliferation Treaty bans all non-nuclear-weapon 

States, as defined by that Treaty, which are signatories to it, from directly 

undertaking any nuclear explosions, peaceful or otherW-ise. Article I of,.the Swedish 

draft, on the other hand, seems to make peaceful explosionspermissiblefor all 

States, and here I would wish to underline the words 11all States". Will the adoption 

of the draft not; therefore, put the non-nuclear signatories of the non-proliferation 

Treaty at a disadvantage-vis-a-vis those which have not signed that Treaty ? Here 

I believe ·;some information about the progress made in the bilateral talks held in 

Vienna to try to define "explosions for peaceful purpose~" might be useful. I 

hope that before we adjourn this session of our Co~~ittee our co-Chairr1en will find , 
it possible to'provide this infornation. 

7. I also share the apprehension of my colleague of the United Arab Republic, 

A~bassador Khallaf, (ENDC/PV.403, para.25), regarding the adequacy or acceptability 

of article II of the Swedish working paper, which deals with the difficult problem 

of verification. The Ni~erian position· on the question of verification is a 

flexible one; but we 'also believe that progress cannot be made unless thio' Committee. 

takes realistic cognizance of the interplay of politics and.suspicion.on the one hand 
• I 

and the needs of hUQanity on the other, with which we live in our present world.· 

·In his admirable speech on 25 March (ENDC/PV.397,· paras. '46 et seq.) the representative 
.. . 

of·Italy rightly pointed out the urgent need for us.to w0rk for the-creation of an 

atmosphere of political confidence as one of the prerequisites of disarmament. I 

-could not agree more with the representative of Italy. . Indeed, if I 1:1ere asked to 

pinpoint the greatest single obstacle to disarmament I would humbly point at the 

lack of.trust or political confidence in general~ 

8. Now, the provisions for verification in the Swedish working paper revolve, as 

the· representative o:f the United Arab Republic· said:·· 
11 .:. -around two main and co!:l.bined' ele:oents: the use of. national means- of 

detection and identification and ··the. co:-operation· in good faith 6f the 

-States parties to the treaty and especially of those" which are directly 

involved in a given event requiring verification" (ENDC/PV.4Q3, para.25) .. 
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But 1'co~operation in good faith" presupposes mutual ~rust and confidence, w~ich, as I 

have said, are desirable ingredients in the exist;Lri.g re;I,."ati9ns. l;Jetween some· -c;>f the 

Powers which are more likely.· to be "directly involved in .a giyen event requir~ng 

verification". The question, ~herefore, .. is whether we pan re;Ly on a system of 

verification·that is dependent to a large· extent .on trust and confidence. · 

9.· In his message to this ~ession of our ComBittee, the Secretary-General of the 

·United-. Nations sagely stated: 
11Disarn.ament is a Bost complex, as well as vital, problen for which 

there is no single sol:ution. Progress .. can b.e achieved only .by the 

co·nver.ging: and continuing efforts of all concerned. The essential task 

is to persever.e ••• 11 • (ENDC/PV. 395, para. 4) 

Indeed; our expe.rience in this Committee not only confi~s. the need for persev:erance 

but proves that in tackling the conplex question of disarmrunent we cannot speak of a 

plethora of ideas or proposals: every proposal enlarges our field of choice and the 

scope.for.working out an agPeement. 

10. · In.the face of the atmosphere of suspicion which·appe~s:to engulf·us these days, 

I cannot see any hope of our concluding a dr&ft ·comprehens~v~ test ban treaty.unless 
-we can establish a fool-proof system of verification. In other Mords, transposing 

the. well-known legal naxim about jus.tice, .nuc].ear e4_Plof?ion,s .for l}On-:-peaceful purposes 

not· only must· be banned but must also ·be qe.en to have been .banned. 

11. Hy delegation.is .all· for limiting verification to lqng-range se~snic identification 

if it is .. fool-proof and acceptable to all. But in spite of the tr~nendous progress·.· 

that has been nade in this field and the bright P!OSpects of further progress,. our 

inpression is that the experts themselves are.all agreed th~t·there is still a gap 

··to be b~idged. ~~~t g~p, if it ~~sts, albeit small, cannot in theprevailing atmos

phere· qe ignored. How.ever, if such.a gap does not inde~d exist, and-if. a fool-proof 

seisno~ogical·verification-.system can be proven to exist, then t~e·importance g~ven 

to these.on-site ins};)ections wt~l no longer be val~d. • 

12. ~n view of .the alleged gap I have ref.erred to in the. effectivene~s of long-range 
I 

seip~ic detection, that system must, ·at best, be. augmented by·~other foro of veri-~ 

ficat:}_on -to. allay fears of possible violation.s of. a .. test-ban treaty. I kn9w .that 

there are reservations about on-site inspections, but such reservations. sten, I .. 

believe, mainly from an uneasiness about the fact that on-site inspections ~ght be 

exploited for.purposes of espionage and also from the· difference·of opinion.-about the 

effectiveness: of· seismologic~ verificatign systens.. In the absence of· general 

..... ! .... ~ .. ----···-~;_: .: ,..; ___ : .. ~.~ .. ~ ..... 
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' acceptance of the effectiveness of the seismic detection system, it would appear 

necessary, in order to eliminate the problems to which I referred earlier, to consider 

limited on-site inspections. In this connexion I would refer the Committee to the 

working paper (ENDC/232) presented by the United Kingdom on 20 August 1968 which,· 

among otp!3r things, proposed the, establishment of a coromi ttee that 1.rould undertake 

on-site inspection if strong evidence of an infringement of the test-ban treaty 

were produced. To my mind, the inclusion of the super-Powers in such' a committee 

would not help to remove the basis of the reservations about on-site inspections., I 

would therefore propose that.inspections, when necessary, should i~principle be 

cond~cte~ by a group of non-aligned countries that have signed the non-pro+iferation 

Treaty and ,possess the necessary technological know-how to cope 1.ri th the implications 

of such inspections. 

13. In that connexion I would venture to suggest the following countries as examples 

assmning of course ~hat each has signed and ratified the non-proliferation Treaty: 

Me~co, Finland, Sweden, Austria,. Yugoslavia, Brazil, India and Switzerland. That 

arrangement should, I think,, allay the main apprehensions about 'on-site inspections·. 

In the first place, sinqe as a pre-condition,those countries would have signed the 

non-pr.oliferation Treaty, they should not be interested in atomic weapon espionage, · 

bec_ause by virtue of their accession to the non-proliferation Treaty they 'would be 

unable to put to practicaluse any unlawfully acquired knowledge whilst having the 

right to benefit, by virtue of the provisions of that Treaty, frmn the advantages of 

peaceful nuclear research. Furthermore, beine non-aligned countries, they are unlikely 

to act as agents of any of the super-Powers., A working paper (ENDC/246) along my 

delegation 1s line o~ thinking is now being subnitted for the considerQtion of the Committee 

14. The group we have in mind should have the right to carry out on-site inspections 

only if there is strong evidence of violation of the test ban treaty Hhich'cannot be 

proved conclusively by the long-range seisTiic detection system. I should like again 

to stress. here, as I did in ny previous speech, that these proposals are not in 

conflict with but rather augm~nt the proposals nade-by particularly the United,Kingdom 

in its working paper. Of particular relevance here will be the questio~ concerning 

a systeTI ,of phasing,,out explosions,, should it:be founq impractica.ble·for technical, 

econoaic or other reasons to stop underground tests' on,a given date. 

15. In making my proposal I am fully conscious of the difficulties involved.. I t~~nky 

however,_ that we have perhaps now reached a crucial point on this most L~portant question 

of a comprehensive test ban and we need a new initiative to breaK it. , 'May I add. that 

. ' 
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my ~.pr.o.posa.l~ .... if'-. acceptable, is not intended to subsist for all tine. It is an 
' interim measure which.9quld be replaced once a fool-proof teleseisnic system had.been . 

developed. .~ do not profes~ that my proposal has any magic about it. It calls for 

the political will on the part of all concerned to make compromises. Every ppeaker 

in thi~ Crn~Bi~tee has stressed the danger.of conti~ued test explosions for the 

· development of more sop~isticated nuclear vreapons. My delegation would therefore 

highly appreciate .the careful exa~ination of this proposal. 

16. Before I end my statement, may I take ~his opportunity to express a few thoughts 

on.the_Soviet draft treaty on pr9hibition of the use of the sea-bed ·for military 

purposes (ENDC/240·). As I stl:!,ted in my first .intervention, we are grateful to the 

Soviet Uni,an for the initiative it has taken in this matter -(ENDC/PV. 396, para. 7) • 

17. · I,t ap·pears to me that the greatest obstacle to the early ·conclusion of an agree-
• I 

menton the sea-bed is perhaps the qu~stion of the extent to which the sea-bed·should 

be d~ailitarized. Should demilitarization enconpass all military installations or· 

shoul.d: it be limited to weapons of mass destruction .? Our own assessment of the 

general fe~ling expressed during the discussion 9f the sea-bed question in the General 

AsQe~bly· and of the spirit of the resolutions adopted is that the sea-bed should be 

reserved exclusively for peaceful purposes. Be that· as it nay, my delegation is of 

the .v;iew that the prohibition which any treaty may provide should encOI.npass all miii"tary 

installations. Apart' fro:r.1 other: considerations, we believe that complete d~mili tari

zation will· s~mplify control rather than make it unworkable. 'We do not wish, howeyer, 

to be do~aatic in this matter. If it is generally agreed that prohibition should not 

enponp~ss all military installations, then we must· work o'ut a-clear definition of the 

exceptions. In particular, we would see no.harn in exempting· fron such a prohibition 

d~fensive detection installations which are not in thenseives weapons capable of mass 

destruction but which could provide the proof essential to the verification clause in' 
I 

the agreement. 

18. I•1y delegation is in. full agreeme~t -- subject to the exemption we ·have mentioned 

earlier --.with the method used in the Soviet draft treaty to delimit the boundaries 

beyond which prohibition would apply. In the first place, we believe that a twelve-
, . . 

mile maritine·zone of coastal States, beyond which the·prohibition.should be applied, . . 
appe~s r~asonable. .To tie up the boundary beyond'which·the prohibition will apply 

with the continental .shelf not only will result in diffe~ent sizes of undemilitarized 

geog~aphica~ areas for different countries but may, as pointed out by the representative 

of Sweden, result in a situation where,certain areas of the sea 

" •• ; would £nat· be covered by. the agreement. but would be open to military 

installations, possibly directly confronting each other 11 • (ENDC/PV.405, para.78) 
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The Soviet formula whereby a fixed distance will be agreed for all countries obviates 

these difficulties. I should point out, however, that although the Soviet formula 

is acceptable in principle to us, its applic~tion to groups of islands like Indonesia 

and to straits Bay raise some difficulties, My delegation would wish to suggest that 

in such areas -- straits, for ex&~ple -- the twelve-mile prohibition liBit should not 

apply to countries adjacent to or opposite each other, provided that this does not 

affect'their existing rights to the use of their continental shelves. In any case, 

we assume that the treaty would not affect the r~ghts of States under the 1958 United 

Nations Con~ention. on the Continental Shelf1( ·vle have therefore subr:Ii tted a draft 

working paper (ENDC/247) embodying this suggestion as an extension to article 1 of 

the Soviet draft treaty. 
I 

19. While we agree in principle with verification by inspection, ~y delegation 

believes that the language of article 2 of the Soviet draft should be a little more 

precise. In the first place, the question of inspection in the more difficult · 

regions oi the sea-bed is acadeTiic for most countries, including mine, which have neither 

the material resources nor the technical know-how to undertake such an expedition. 

In the circumstances the right of inspection becomes specious for those countries if 

the. word 11reciprocity11 in the Soviet draft is construed to mply an exchange of 

inspections by those who have installations on the sea-bed. Each party to the treaty, 
. . 

whether or not it has the capability for verification through national means, should 

have the right of verification. In fact, in view of the obvious disability of·the 

majority of countries to conduct such inspections, we would.suggest that provision be 

made for inspections to be carried out by third parties which are signatories t~ the.· . ~ 

treaty, on behalf of a complaining State or through an international organization, if 

and when that could be established. I think that this suggestion deserves ou~ close 

study and possible -approval. 

20. So far in this session, the sea-bed question seems to offer the best prospect of 

an agreeBent. It behoves us all to ensure that the opportunity we now have to 

conclude an agree~ent does not slip through our fingers. We have learned from experience 

that in any field of disarmamen~,: agreement beconed nqre tedious ru1d difficult once 

the arms race in that field leaves the rea~a of possibility and beco~es a reality. In 
I 

spite of ~he apparent prospects for reaching an agreement on the use of the sea-bed; 

much negotiation still has to be undert~en. The successful outcome of that negotiation 

not only will tax our. ingenuity but will depend largely on the goo'd will and co-

operation of the super-Powers. 

due course. 

I sincerely hope that we shall reach an·agreement in 

1/ United Nations Treaty Series, val. 499; pp. 311 et sea. 
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21. Mr. FISHER (United States of America)': I have listened wi:th interest to the 

t~oug~tful remarks which have been made 9Y our colleague, the Nige~ian representative, 

and the United States delegation will give to his statement and to the working papers 

which he has submitted the careful consideration they so obviously deserve. Today I 
' . 

should like to'deal primarily with the problem·of the sea-bed and ocean floor. 

22. Presid~nt Nix~n, in his le'tter to ·Ambassador Smith of 15 l.iarch, indicated that: 
•• 0 • • lit 

11 the United States_is interested 'in working out an international agreement · 

that woul¢1. p~ohib~t the emplacement or firlng of nuclear weapons or other 

weapons of mass destruction on the sea-bed" (ENDC/239*. p.l) ·. 

The United States delegation is here ·to try to work out such an_ agreement. 

23. To~ay I intend to confine my remarks primarily to the questio~ of the.scope of 

the probibi tion since this appears. to be the major· area of difference of views: The 

United StB:~es, and we believe many other major nava1.Powers which either are entirely . . . . .. 
. insular o~ which have.long coast lines, would be unprepared to accept a total ban on 

.all .military ac'tivi ties on. the "sea-bed. Hovrever_, we believe that the main --.indeed 

t:q~ only -- worrisome threat to the peaceful f~tur~ of the_ .sea-bed is the possibility 

of the fixing or emplacement on the sea-bed of.nuclear weapons and other weapons of . . . . . . . . 

mass destruction. The United States is convinced, moreover, that we have a good chance 
' ~ . ~ 

'• '. . . . . ' 

of successfully negotia~i~g an ag~eement which will prevent an ar~s ~ace on the sea-bed 

if we. focus .our attention on nuclear weapons.~d other weapo~s .of. mass destruction. 
. . . 

In partic~ar, the United States i~ convinced .that by_c~n:entrating on th~se weapons 

~e can red~ce the problem.of verification to manag~able proportions •. But the United 
. . ' 

States is .. also convinced. that if we permitted ourselves to be diverted to attempts to 
• • , J 

work out a _sweeping prohibition on the 11use for military purposes of the sea-bed and 

ocean floor" or to try to prohibit the placing in the sea..,bed and ocean floor of all 

"objects of a military. nature", we would raise proble~s ~f verification w~_ch wouid be 

insuperal;>le and make. it impossible for us to.reach·an agreement. , ' 

~24. In cons~dering the ques~ion now under con~ideration -7 the prevention of an arms 

race on.the·sea-bed --we must bear in mind.the.nature of this environment. The 
..- o 0 M 0 0 p 0 : 0 

. . 
teJ;'ri tory of the sea-bed is ·vast; it amounts to 135 mi.llion square. mi~es, or nearly . . . . . 

?O per cent of the earth's surface. The vrater vThich covers :the sea-bed is, for all 

.. pract?-cal purposes, opaque. Vi~ibili ty ~s limited to ten yards or so .. The physical 

environment of the sea-bed is hostile to man. ~n many parts ~f the ocean.the sea-bed 

is many miles in depth_; Moreover, most of the sea-bed is under press11:res which .are 

-~·, .. :. . . .. . 
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'from tens to many hundreds of times the pressure under which we live in the atmosphere. 

These are pressures in which man, unless enclosed in a pressure-resistant device, 

cannot function or in most instances even survive. 

25. We must consider the problem which the environment of the sea-bed presents to the 

emplacement or fixing of nuclear weapons or other.weapons. of mass destruction as part 

of an effective weapons system. Nuclear weapons and other weapons of mass destruction 

are complex devices. To be effectively utilized, they require sophisticated delivery 

systems and extensive command and control systems. They also require periodic 

maintenance. Moreover, countries which control nuclear weapons can be expected, for 

their o¥n protection, to enforce a high degree of security in exercising control over 

them. They are not likely to let them 11 lie around loosen, so to speak, 'in an inter

national regime like the sea-bed, but will require a protective system to prevent 

other countries from rendering them'ineffective or even. capturing them. 

26. Now in some circumstances certain countries might think that the military benefits 

to- be·-gained from emplacing or fixing nuclear weapons on the ocean floor would be so 

great as to warrant the effort to devise a system which would meet ·these requirements 

in the environment of the sea-bed. That is the reason why we are here discussing this 
item as a realistic item of preventive di,sarmament. But it is almost inconceivable 

that a country ~ould·emplace or fix nuclear weapons on the sea-bed or ocean floor 

unless these weapons were housed in quite a substantial installation~ capable of meeting 

the requirements I have just outlined. The emplacing or fixing of an installation on 

the ocean floor which would meet 'these requirements would be quite a difficult operati.on, 

involving extensive engineering activity. It would be unlikely to escape the attention 

of other maritime Powers. Under the United :3tates proposal, the only question that 

would have to be resolved would be whether this installation contained a nuclear 

weapon ·or other. weapons of mass destruction. 

27. In this connexion I should'like to note the thoughtful observations made by our 

colleague the representative of Poland v1hen on 24 April he pointed out that there may 

be modern sophisticated weapon systems ttat mi.ght be installed on the sea-bed which 

could be used for both conventional and nuclear means of warfare although it might be 

uneconomical to'emplace the necessary installations solely for con:entional weapons 

(ENDC/PV.406, para. 20). This is an interesting·point, but I-wotlid respectfully 

submit that it does not lead to the acceptance of a treaty involving the complete 

demilitarization of the sea-bed. It does·, how'eiver, raise the question of whether the 
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pro?J.bition should be extended to.the emplacing or fixing ,on the sea-bed of launching 

platforms capable of handling nuclear we.apons or o.ther weap~ns of taass destruction, 

whether or not a warhead containing such weapons were actually attached. Indeed,· 

Ambassador Smith, in.his intervention on ?.5 l4arch suggested this possibility as a 
possible measure- to prevent a State from prepari;ng for a sudden abrogation of the 

treaty (ENDC/PV. 397, para.. 37) • . . 

~28: Our colle~gue the Soviet representative has maintained that if we limit the 

prohibition to.weapons· of mass d!3s'truQtion the verification problem will be more 

c0mplicated. We pave heard a si~lar argument today. from another· respected 

represent~tive in this Committee·. vli th the··greatest personal. respect I should like to 

express a c_ontrary view. Ambassador B.oshqhin stated in his remarks at our meeting 

on 3 April: ... 

"Indeed, if .the ban covered only certain types o.f activity, the controlling 

p_arty would be faced in each specific case with the ques tio.n of .'\-lhether the· 

object concerned had to do with prohibi-t~d or permitted ac·t:i:Vi ties. tr 

(ENDO/PV.400, para. 23). 

The. Uni ~ed .StatE?s ~intains, however, that the partie~ to the treaty would be faced 

vdth th~t question much more ~requently under a total ban such as that suggested by 

the Soviey Union. Indeed .they would be faced with the impossible. t~;sk of having to 

decide whether._each and ev~_ry object or installati,on emplaced on the sea-bed was of 

a 11 direc.t military nature11 • How would 'l?he. parties. ·verify and control all these 

. parti.cu1ar activities? They would be dealing \d·th a vast nwnber .of objects, many of 

which are.inconspicuous il!-. themselves and do not require installations. How would the 

parties be aware of even a s~ll proportion of these activities that might be carried 

on in a clandestine manner over· the vast and murky area of the ocean floor? For those 

reasons, I respectfully submit, the Sot~et proposal for complete demilitarization would 

pose insuperable verification problems, well beyond the present or projected capability 

~f-any.State. 

'29. The very. possibility of peaceful installations on the sea-bed and the ocean floor 

me9:ns that any agreement ·vTe work. out will have to concern itself with the nature of 

particular installations. Moreover, we must evaluate this problem not merely against 

the background of the peaceful activity which is taking place on. the sea-bed now but 
' 

against the background of the extension of commercial, ·scientific and other research 

activities that will-doubtless be taking place on the sea-bed in the ·coming years. 
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30. Against that backg~ound of increasing peaceful activity on the sea-bed, if the 

prohibition is limited to banning nuclear weapons and other weapons of mass destruction, 

the partie? vr.ill be faced with a far more manageable problem of verification -- and 

they will be faced with that problem much less frequently -- than they would be under 

a proposal for c·:mplete demilitarization. Indeed, they need only be concerned wi_th 

1v-hether a given installation contains nuclear or other weapons of mass des-truction, 

which, as I indicated before, are the main -- indeed the only -- realistic threat to 

peaceful uses of the sea-bed. Cuch complex installations would be much less difficult 

to detect, for the reasons 'I have already mentioned. 

31. In his intervention on this subject at our meeting on 25 March Ambassador Smith 

stated that in the United States view ncomplete demilitarization of the sea-bed would 

••. be simply un1-10rkable and probably harmful11 (ENDC/PV.397, para. 34). In his 

intervention at our meeting on 3 April our 3oviet colleague, Ambassador Roshchin, took 

issue with that point of view (ENDC/PV.400, para. 16) and, again with the greatest 

personal respect, I should like to place before this Committee an illustration o~ why 

an unverifiable ban. on the placing of any objects of a mill tary nature on the sea-bed 

could be a threat to the security of States. 

32. I think we would all agree that a system placed on the s'ea-bed which is designed 

to provide information on the presence of submarine traffic is an object of a mili~ 

nature, and that emplacing such a system on the sea-bed would thus involve using the 

sea-bed for .a military purpose. As such it would be prohibited according to the 

provisions of the Soviet draft treaty if it were placed more than twelve·miles off the 

coast -- as indeed it might vTell have 'to be in order to be effective. And yet I ·think 

we vwuld all also agree that it would be 1rirtually impossible to verify whether or not 

other countries had emplaced such devices on the sea bottom. So we are faced with this 

question: I~ these circumstances is it realistic, is it consistent \Vith the concept of 

balance contained in the fifth point or'· the Joint Statement of Agreed Principles for 

Disarmalnent Negotiations (ENDC/5), is it in the interests of peace,, to suggest that the 

country should agree not to emplace such a device itself? I would submit that it is 

not. As Ambassador Smith pointed out at our meeting on 25 March, the existence of 

submarin~ forces requires States to take action in self-defence, such as es~blishing 

1-rarning systems that use the sea-bed (BNDC/PV .397, para. 34). ·The Uni~ed States is 

not prepared. to enter into a treaty which would throw the propriety of these systems 

in doubt. 
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33. Before concluding I should like to deal with two arguments which have been used 

against prevention of an arms race on the sea-bed by a prohibition of a type "Ghat the 

United Elta tes believes to be realistic. 

34. The first is an argwuent based on an analogy to the language of the Antarcticy 

and outer space Treaties. In particular it has been based on a quotation of a portion 

of article IV cif the outer'space Trea~. Several delegations_have referred to the fact 

that the second paragraph of article IV pro~~des that the moon and other celestial 

bodies r;shall be used . , . ·exclusively f::Jr peaceful purposes 11 , and that nthe establish

ment of military bases, installations and fortifications, the testing of any type of 

1.-mapons and the cori.duc·t of military manoeuv-res o o • shall be forbidden 11 on those 

celestial bodies (General Assembly resolution 2222 (XXI), anne~). 

35. Those relying on that paragraph.of article IV as a basis for support of an 

argument for complete demilitarization of the sea-bed fail to take into account the 

fact that the first paragraph of article IV, dealing with outer space generally, as 

distinguished from the moon and other celestial bom.es~ limits its undertaking to a 

commitment "not to place in orbit around the earth any objects carrying nuclear weapons 

or any other kinds of weapons of mass destruction 11 • Here we .have two types of 

prohibition, one dealing with outer space generally which is limited.to nuclear 

weapons ·or other weapons of mass destruction· and one dealing with the moon and other 

celestial b:-dies. If we are looking for analogies, we submit that we i·TOuld have to 

recognise that the sea-bed, which is within the area that man is at present exploring, 

is more closely·comparable tD outer space, uhere man has been travelling for almost a 

decade, than to the moon and other celestial bodies, where man has not yet been present. 

36. The second argun1ent for considering only a complete demilitarization of the 

sea-bed has been based on the text of General Assembly resolution 2467 A. (XXIII). 

Paragraph 3 of that resolution calls upon the Comnuttee on the Peaceful Uses of the 

Sea-Bed and the Ocean Floor to 11 study11 -- and I should like to emphasize the word 
11 studyit -- 11 the reservation exclusively for peaceful purposes of the sea-bed and the 

ocean floor" and to do so 11 taking into accbunt the studies and international 

negotiations being undertaken in the field of disarmament11 • 

g/ United Nations Trea~ Series, vol. 402, pp. 71 et seg. 
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J7. It is apparently argued that because the General Assembly, by a vote of 112 to 

none, vli th 7 abstentio,ns, called for such a study by another committee -- the Committee 

on the Peaceful Uses of the Sea-Bed and the Ocean Floor -- the General Assembly has 

decided that.this Committee, the Eighteen-Nation Corilltittee on Disarmament, must . . ' . . 

negoti~te an agreement which provides that no military activities may be carried out on 

the ocean floor. That argument appears t8 involve a prejudgment of the results of the 

study contemplated in General Assembly resolution 2467 A (XX~II) as well as a 

prejudgment of the negotiations 'which He are now conducting in' the Eighteen-N~tion 

Committee on Disarmament •. 

38. Noreover, that argument is not consistent with the legislative history of the 

resolution as it was developed at the twenty-third session of the General As~embly . . 
The United States is one of the countries that voted for this resolutiop. Before it 

did so, it made it quite clear that in its view the reference to iipeaceful purposes11 

in the resolution did. not in·,rolye an obligation to negotiate an arms control agreement 

which precluded all military ac ti vi ties. It als'o It'.ade it clear that military 

activities not specifically precluded by the arms control agreement wluch might be 

negotiated would continue to be conducted, but Hould be conducted, of course, in 

accordance with the principle of freedom of the seas and for p~rposes consistent with 

the United Nations Charter and other obligations of international law. 

-. · 39. To sum up, the United States is of the firm belief that we should work towards· an 

international agreement lvhose provisions would be. realistic enough to curb the major 

tl1reat of an extension of the arms race to the sea-bed and at the same time would 

assure Parties that they might have confidence that the agreement is being observed. 

iole believe that an agreement banning the emplacement of nuclear weapons and other 

weapons of mass destruction on the sea-bed 1voUld accomplish that goal, and we also 

believe that such a measure is obtainable before ·this Committee submits its report to 

the General Assembly·. 

40. lifr. FRAZAO (Brazil)~ With regard to the lvorking paper (ZJ\TDC/246) submitted 

by the represent~tive of Nigeria, I wish to put on record at this stage the strong 

reservation of my delegation about th;e proposal contained in that document. In due 

course I sh~ll deal with the proposal less briefly in order to point out what appears 

to my delegation to be the juridical inconsistency and the unacceptable political 

discrimination inherent in the Nigerian working paper. 
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The Conference decided to issue the following communique: 

"The Conference of the Eighteen-nation Co.rnmi ttee on Disarmament today 

held its 4llth plenary meeting in the Palais des Nations, Geneva, Under the 

chairmanship of H.E. Ambassador Kroum Christov, representative of Bulgaria. 

"Statements were made. by the representatives of Nigeria, the United States 

and Brazil. 

"The Nigerian delegation submitted a Harking Paper on the Comprehensive 

Test Ban 'treaty (ENDC/246) and a Working Paper on a Prop·osed Amend!n.ent to 

Article 1 of the USSR Draft Treaty on Prohibition of the Use for Military 

Purposes of the Sea-Bed and the Ocean Floor and the Subso.il Thereof (I~NDC/247). 

"~e next meeting of the Conference will be held on Tuesday, 20 Nay 1969, 

at 10.30 a.m." 

The meeting rose at 11.25 a.m. 


